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Abstract Successful oil palm plantation should have high profit, clean and environmen-

tal friendly. Since oil palm trees have a long life and it takes years to be fully grown,

controlling the felling rate of the oil palm trees is a fundamental challenge. It needs to

be addressed in order to maximize oil production. However, a good arrangement of the

felling of the oil palm trees may also affect the amount of carbon absorption. The objec-

tive of this study is to develop an optimal felling model of the oil palm plantation system

taking into account both oil production and carbon absorption. The model facilitates in

providing the optimal control of felling rate that results in maximizing both oil produc-

tion and carbon absorption. With this aim, the model is formulated considering oil palm

biomass, carbon absorption rate, oil production rate and the average prices of carbon and

oil palm. A set of real data is used to estimate the parameters of the model and numerical

simulation is conducted to highlight the application of the proposed model. The resulting

parameter estimation that leads to an optimal control of felling rate problem is solved.
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1 Introduction

Elaaeis guinensis or oil palm trees known as one of the most influential plantation has various
advantages. It produces oil, use as renewable energy, helps in improving people life and a
contributor to the national economy [1]. A part from producing good oil, carbon absorption
increases the value of palm oil plantation that ultimately contributes to nation’s profit and
clean environment [2–3]. However, felling and replacement of oil palm trees affect the amount
of oil and carbon absorption [4].

A continuous palm oil production will ensure that the increases in oil demand are met [5].
However, the yield of palm oil and the rate of carbons absorption depends on the growth
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or age of oil palm tree [6–8]. In the first 2 to 3 years the young palm is only contributing
a small yield because the plant is not fully grown but still contributes in absorbing carbon.
Similarly, when the tree is old, the yield rate and carbon absorption are also low. The old trees
should be replaced as the palms are too tall for efficient harvesting and constant in sequestering
carbon [9–10].

Restricted expansion of oil palm plantation area due to deforestation and reservations is
another challenge [11]. Even though land expansion is restricted, felling old palm trees and
replanting new palm trees will continue to sequester carbon [12]. Basiron [13] recommended that
5% of the Malaysian oil palm area should be replanted each year, both to upgrade the quality
of the plantations and to help support the price of the palm oil. However, the replanting and
felling procedure causes a loss of Fresh Fruit Bunch as cash cost [14] and less carbon absorption
rate [15]. Some suggested for earlier replanting such that it will yield more heavily but there is
little evidence for the rising yield profile to support this [7], 14].

A comprehensive model on the optimal control of tree biomass is considered by Chaudary
et al. [16], they proposed an aged-structured forestry biomass to define the premature and
mature trees. A forest system through a suitable number of state variables is described by
Garcia-Franco et al. [17] to model the rate of change in forest growth . Nasir et al. [18] develop
a time-invariant linear quadratic optimal control model for controlling the felling and harvest
rate of the oil palm plantation. The results provide an optimal feedback control for the felling
and harvest rates. Banitalebi et al. [15] and Gaoue et al. [19] both applied a system of delay
differential equation model to describe the behavior of oil palm and non-timber forest biomass
respectively.

Other models that shown variability on pre–21]. On the other hand, the advantages of oil
palm in sequestering carbon are discussed statistically in [2–3], [12], [22–24]. Amelia et al. [25]
considered fuzzy expert system model to illustrate the amount of Crude Palm Oil losses while
Dumrongsiri [10] used mixed integer linear programming as decision tools in finding optimal
result in production and logistic. In 2002, Ismail and Mamat [7] applied deterministic model
to study the optimal age in replanting the palm oil trees. With regards, only a few optimal
control models were discussed in oil palm plantation taking into account both oil and carbon
absorption [16], [26].

The aim of this study is to develop an optimal felling rate model of the palm oil plantation
taking into account both oil production and carbon absorption. The model facilitates in pro-
viding the optimal control of felling rate that results in maximizing both oil production and
carbon absorption. With this model, the decision on how many old trees must be felled in a
certain period of time can be decided earlier. The model is formulated considering young oil
palm trees, mature oil palm trees, carbon absorption rate and palm oil production rate. This
study assumed that the felling rate can be controlled. The felling rate is obtained through
solving the optimal control model of the oil palm plantation system. A set of real data is used
to estimate the parameters of the model.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a mathematical model
is proposed to explain the behaviour of young and mature oil palm trees. The numerical
simulation is conducted in Section 3 to highlight the application of the proposed model. The
control problem is then solved and the result is discussed in Section 4. Finally the conclusion
is given in Section 5.
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2 The Mathematical Model

A model is presented to study the behaviour of palm trees in producing oil and helps in
absorbing carbon. The trees are categorized into two parts namely, the young or immature
trees Y (t) and the mature trees P (t). The model is best described by the following equations.

Ẏ (t) = rY (t)(1 −
Y (t)

k
) − ηY (t) + f(t)P (t) (1)

Ṗ (t) = ηY (t) − f(t)P (t) − mP (t) (2)

In this model, it is assumed that the felling rate, define as f(t) can be controlled. The process
of felling the oil palm trees is followed by the process of replanting the new oil palm trees.
The total of the new oil palm trees depend on how many trees are felled. This means that the
process of replanting the new oil palm trees is equal to felling the old and insufficient oil palm
trees. Thus the new plantation rate in equation (1), defined as +f(t)P (t) is the same as felling
rate in equation (2) defines as −f(t)P (t). The immature or young trees in equation (1) grow
logistically with fixed growth rate r and k denotes as the carrying capacity.

The rate of felling insufficient trees can be controlled as indicates in equation (2). The
transition rate from young or immature to mature palm oil trees is defined by η, and m is
the natural depletion rate of mature oil palm trees. The state variables are Y (t) and P (t)
respectively, while the felling rate f(t) is the control variable.

C(t) = α(Y (t) + P (t)) (3)

O(t) = γhP (t) (4)

Generally, carbon absorption of natural plantation depends on the growth of plantation [27].
This implies that the amount of carbon in oil palm trees can be accumulated by the proportional
amount of oil palm trees with different scale, described in equation (3). It is further assumed
that in equation (4) the oil production is directly proportional to the mature trees of palm
oil plantation. The weighted of carbon absorption and the rate of oil production are α and
γ respectively while h indicates the harvest rate. The discussed parameters and variables are
given in Table 1 and 2 respectively.

With the intention to estimate suitable values for the parameters of the model, a set of oil
palm plantation data was collected from Malaysian Palm Oil Council (MPOC) and Malaysian
Palm Oil Board (MPOB). This data consist of variables listed in Table 2. The data has been
collected by sampling from the area of Peninsular Malaysia and measured in tonnes per hectare
per year while for carbon in kilograms per hectare per year. While, the carbon absorption
rate is taken from the literature [12]. As the rate of felling f(t) is assumed to be controllable,
the optimal value is obtained through solving the optimal control model of oil palm plantation
system. The process is presented in the third and fourth sections.

3 Simulation

Ideally to suit the model with the oil palm problem, numerical simulation is considered. The
simulation is conducted to check the system of equation (1)-(4) dynamics by using the control
parameterization. This is a popular numerical technique for solving optimal control problems
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Table 1: Description of Parameters

Parameter Description

r The intrinsic growth rate of the young / immature

k The carrying capacity

η The transition rate from young / immature to mature palm oil tree

d The natural depletion rate of mature palm oil

γ The rate of oil production

α The rate of carbon absorption

h The harvest rate

Table 2: Description of Variables

Variables Description

f(t) The felling rate of mature palm oil

C(t) The amount of carbon

O(t) The amount of produce oil

P (t) The mature palm oil tree

Y (t) The young / immature palm oil tree

[28–29]. The main idea of control parameterization is to discretize the control space by approx-
imating the control function. In this study, the control variable is parameterized as follows:

f(t) =
m

∑

i=1

fix[ti,ti+1](t),

where x is the indicator function such that,

x(t)[ti,ti+1] =

{

1, t ∈ [ti, ti+1]
0, otherwise

for subinterval i = 1, 2, 3, .....m. The cost function of this control problem can be stated as
follows:

max

∫ tf

t0

(w1O(t)2 + w2C(t)2) dt

The initial and final time are represented by t0 and tf respectively. While w1 and w2 are
weight parameters for carbon absorption and oil production respectively. To obtain a solution
of maximizing the amount of oil and carbon, first the study finds the optimum value of f(t)
through simulation process using control parameterization techniques. The optimal value of
f(t) is then substituted into the model and the solution of the resulting ODE provides the
results as depicted in the result and discussion section.
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3.1 Validity of the Model

To ensure the validity of the proposed model, a stability analysis is established. For simplifica-
tion of equation (1), the carrying capacity is denoted by k = r

b
, new plantation is denoted as η

and the transition rate from young to mature palm oil tree is denoted as c thus

Ẏ (t) = rY (t)(1 −
Y (t)

k
) − cY (t) + nP (t) (5)

At the long-term scale, it is assumed that the dynamics of P are at a quasi steady state in
which dP

dt
= 0 thus P = cY

f−m
. Simplifying equation (5) and P = cY

f−m
into a single equation

become
dY

dt
= rY −

rY 2

K
− cY +

cnY

f − m
. (6)

The equilibrium points are identified by finding all values of Y (when dY
dt

= 0). The two
equilibrium points are Y = 0 and Y = [ r

b2
− c

b2
[1 − ( n

f−m
)]]. To examine the stability of the

equilibrium points, consider a small perturbation around point Y (t) = Y ∗ + ε(t) where ε is
a first order small quantity, dε

dt
= d

dt
(Y − Y ∗) such that dY

dt
= f(Y ∗ + ε). Performing Taylor

series expansion on dY
dt

and assumed that the higher terms are negligible, thus the approximate

equation is f(Y ∗ + ε) = εdf

dt
|Y =Y ∗ , and substitute it into dε

dt
, obtained solution of ε = ε0e

(r−c)t

and ε = ε0e
(r−([ 2r

b
−

2c
b

[1−( n
f−m

)]]−c)t respectively. The result and discussion is presented in the
fourth sections.

4 Result and Discussion

Generally oil yield and carbon absorption depends on the growth of young trees and felling of
mature trees. Figure 1 shows the graph of the optimal control of felling rate f(t) for times
up to 100 years. The felling rate is simulated by parameterized the control variables towards
approximating the control function. As a result, Figure 1 shows that a felling rate before the
first 20 years is uncontrolled and it is almost fixed after 30 years.

The optimal state variable is achieved after applying optimal control to the system as
described by equations (1) and (2). As illustrated in Figure 2, the amount of oil increases with
a controlled felling rate. However if no control is applied, the state of oil is maintained at the
lower level. Therefore a maximal oil yield is hard to be achieved.

Additionally, based on equation (3) the amount of carbon absorption is proportional to the
amount of young and mature trees. Result has shown that the amounts of carbon absorption
increases with optimal controlled felling of palm trees as depicted in Figure 3. Although oil
and carbon depend on f(t), the results of Figure 2 and 3 are not in the similar shape. It is
due to f(t) is changing over time and the effect of controlling felling rate f(t), shows increasing
progress on the amount of oil produces and the amount of carbon absorbed over time.

Plotting Y (t) as a function of time, the graph of small perturbation of the equilibrium
point illustrated in Figure 4 shows that Y is approaching capacity k. The equilibrium point
is stable if small perturbation decays exponentially [30]. Based on Figure 4, the equilibrium
point Y = [ 2r

b
− 2c

b
[1 − ( n

f−m
)]] is stable as ε(t) decays exponentially. In real situation, besides

felling and harvest activity the fluctuation of yield is associated with distruption of Geoderma,
Termites and natural weather environment, however this study disregard these problems as,
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Figure 1: The Rate of Felling f(t)

Figure 2: The Palm Oil with and without Control
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Figure 3: The Carbon Absorption with and without Control

Figure 4: Graph of Small Perturbation of the Equilibrium Point
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the implication of this disruption can be controlled by the effective strategy of termites control
and fertilizer treatments [31].

5 Conclusion

This article presents an optimal control felling rate model of young and mature oil palm trees
in absorbing carbon and producing oil. The parameters of the model were estimated using
real data. By considering felling rate as the control variable, the optimal state variable of
oil and carbon are achieved. The amount of palm oil and carbon absorption increases with
the controlled felling rate. The result of this study can be helpful for palm oil plantation
management by controlling the felling rate to achieve both the maximum oil production and the
maximum carbon absorption. By adding the value of carbon absorption, it helps to stimulate
clean technology within palm oil plantation, thus in future bringing down emissions and drive
palm oil investment to cleaner options.
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